
Festival of Walks 2017 
 
The 2017 Festival of Walks took place between Saturday 22 April and Monday 1 May, and 
offered a programme of 24 walks with experienced leaders for all ages, and interests. 
 
At least 850 walkers participated in the Festival, breaking the previous record of 498 in 2015.  
 
The high attendance was due to: 
 

• The higher number of walks this year (24 compared to 20 last year) 

• The excellent weather on most days 

• Additional publicity (more banners and Facebook) 
 
2018 Festival 
 
The dates for 2018 will be Saturday 28 April – Monday 7 May 2018. 
 
The Festival of Walks working group met on 11 May to review the 2017 event and identified 
a number of action points for next year: 
 

• Sign-ins took a long time with larger numbers – provide walk leaders and second 
persons with brightly coloured clipboards and ask walkers to arrive 15 minutes before 
walk start time. 

• Explain the importance of signing in for insurance purposes to walk leaders 

• Provide high-viz jackets for leaders and backmarkers on shorter walks 

• Provide whistles for leaders and back markers on long walks for use if separated. 

• “Brand” walks – clearly distinguishing walk and talk events from A to B walks. 

• Consider introducing booking for more walks 

• For walk and talk events, consider how to deal with the issue of noisy dogs. 

• For some park events, consider some ad hoc leafleting in hour before the start of the 
walk if appropriate (eg photography walk / Xplorer challenge) 

• Advise leaders to appoint a middle marker on big walks 

• Explore the potential for GPS route-logging and online sharing after the walks 

The working group also agreed to thank the local businesses and organisations that 
supported the Festival and the volunteer walk leaders and their assistants. 
 
Various ideas for next year’s walks have been noted, and the Working Group will meet again 
in October to start planning for 2018.  
 
For decision 
 
The group would like to repeat this year’s successful “First Steps to Navigation” Walk which 
was oversubscribed. The course was led by a professional trainer with the cost met by 
Saltscape HLF-funded landscape partnership. As this source of funding will be unavailable 
next year, the Committee is asked to consider whether they would be willing to meet the cost 
(which would be in the region of £400-£500 if we use the same trainers as this year). 


